
 

 

Forms Builder For SharePoint 
This newsletter 
includes videos 
that show you 
the capabilities 
of SPARK in 
terms Mobile 
Responsive 
Design, Fields 
Validation, 
Lookup Control 

& Cascading 
Filters, People 
Picker & 
External Data 
Controls and 
Workflow 

We have published a new video showing SPARK capabilities regarding the following topics: 

1. Responsive Design 
2. Workflow 
3. Required fields and validation. 
4. Lookup control and cascading filters. 
5. People Picker control 

6. External Data Controls 

The 2nd video shows SPARK capabilities in terms 
of Mobile Responsive Design, and how it uses a 
special techniques to perform an auto 
responsive design for the forms without the 
need of any extra work by the designer, also this 
video shows how SPARK integrates with 
workflow engine and makes it easy for the user 
to interact with his tasks, runs / terminates 
workflows and views workflow history/pending 
tasks, all that within the form itself. 
 
You can view these videos on YouTube by 
visiting the following address: 
 

You can request for a free trial version by 
visiting the following link: 
Request for a free trail 

You can read more about spark on this link: 
About SPARK 
 

Want to know more about SAPRK, Then Watch These Videos: 
 SPARK (How To) :This video showing several features of SPARK, such as required fields and validation, lookup 

control and cascading filters, people picker and external data controls. 

 SPARK IN DEPTH Video : this video shows SPARK capabilities for mobile responsive design, also shows how 

SPARK integrates with workflow engine and makes it easy for the user to interact with his tasks, runs / terminates 
workflows and views workflow history/pending task. 

 SPARK Overview: SPARK forms Builder for SharePoint enables users and IT professionals to easily build native 
web forms in SharePoint - 2013 / 2016 (all versions including for on-premises and online products). 

 SPARK Sneak Peek #3: Showing how SPARK works with content types , rules, validations, formatting, scripting 
and SharePoint integration capabilities. 

 SPARK Sneak Peek #2: this video shows the Repeater control , and Attachments control capabilities. 

 SPARK Sneak Peek #1: showing the forms designer work space, some of its features and how easy to build 
forms and integrate them with SharePoint list / library. 

 

The 1st video shows SPARK capabilities in terms of Fields Validation, Lookup Control & Cascading 
Filters, People Picker & External Data Controls and Workflow. 

- Fields Validation, Lookup Control & Cascading Filters, People Picker & External Data Controls 
video  

- Responsive Design & Workflow video   
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